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Anniversary Address 2003

When the Royal Society was founded in 1660,

life for the average person in the UK was

unimaginably different from today. For one

thing, largely owing to lack of understanding of

infectious diseases, life expectancy at birth was

roughly half today’s. The intervening centuries

have seen huge changes, both in scientific

understanding and in its effects on everyday life.

People have, of course, been trying for

thousands of years to make sense of how the

natural world works. But with the advent of the

fact-based experimental approach – affirmed in

the Royal Society’s motto Nullius In Verba – the

lights started to turn on, and science began its

continuing journey out from the mists of

superstition, dogma, and the apodictic

utterances of authority.

The three and half centuries since 1660 have

seen still-accelerating progress in scientific

understanding, and in its applications to

health, agriculture, and much else. For much

of this time, however, scientific research was

essentially an amateur avocation, depending

on patronage and privilege. Systematically

organised research activities arguably began in

the mid-1800s, in the nascent German

chemical industry. The subsequent century saw

steady growth. But truly rapid acceleration,

both in the scale of the scientific enterprise,

and in the knowledge and consequent

applications flowing from it, dates from World

War II, which vividly demonstrated the

importance of science (sometimes in

regrettable ways). The past 50 years have seen

more advances in scientific knowledge than in

all past human history, whilst the number of

research workers today likewise exceeds the

total ever previously to have lived. 

And this acceleration continues. In the UK

today there are more scientific researchers,

more money for research, and more

undergraduate and postgraduate students

studying science than ever before. Although all

this is good, it should also be observed that

numbers of researchers have increased faster

than funding, and student numbers have

increased faster than either, so that from the

viewpoint of the individual university

researcher life has on average got worse: more

students per staff member; tougher

competition for grants; not to mention ever-

increasing bureaucracy. Throughout, I use the

term “science” very broadly, embracing

engineering and medicine, as does the Royal

Society in its elections and in all its works.

At the heart of all this growth is a paradox. It is

in the nature of basic, “blue skies” research

that its fruits are unpredictable and largely

unownable. It is a classic “public good”. This is

why most support for basic research (roughly

80% in the UK, with around 6% from industry

and most of the rest from charities) comes –

and always will come – from Governments.

The main reason for such public funding, in

increasing abundance, is that “the Science
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Base is the absolute bedrock of economic

performance”1. The notion that productivity

growth derives from inputs of capital and

labour has proved unable to explain observed

patterns of economic growth over the past

half century. Current research attributes as

much as 50% of such productivity growth in

developed countries as coming from new

knowledge. More specifically, there are three

main reasons why governments invest in their

science base. First, for the new knowledge

thus produced. Second, and more important,

to buy a ticket in the wider club of knowledge-

producers. Third, and most important, for the

successive cadres of trained young people,

some of whom will cycle back into the

knowledge-producing process, while others

carry its products out into industry, business,

the City, public service, and elsewhere. 

The motivation for most practising scientists,

however, is essentially hedonistic. It is the

pleasure of the dialogue with nature. Just like

their colleagues in the arts and humanities,

they seek to understand why the world works

the way it does, and what is our place in it. 

In short, the researchers themselves are, in the

main, driven by curiosity. On the other hand,

their patrons, these days primarily

governments on behalf of taxpayers, are

driven by economic practicalities. Such a

paradoxical juxtaposition of motives has its

own tensions, to which I will return below. But

it has served us well up to now.

In all this, a question which is rarely asked

explicitly is: how best to manage this

enterprise? How selectively should funds be

distributed? How should research priorities be

assigned? Ultimately, we have the seemingly

oxymoronic question: how best to manage

creativity? In this, my third or mid-term

Anniversary Address, I offer some reflections

on these questions. I am prompted, in part, 

by the current plethora of reviews of aspects 

of these management questions, among

which the Roberts’ Review of the Research

Assessment Exercise 2 (RAE) and the Office 

of Science and Technology’s (OST) Report of

the Sustainability of University Research3,4 

are prominent. 

In what follows, I first note that comparisons

among scientifically developed countries

suggest there are indeed valid questions to be

asked about optimal management. I then

summarise the Royal Society’s recent call for a

fundamental review of the UK’s Dual Support

System. Some worries and some unexamined

pieties about the interplay between teaching

and research are then discussed. Finally, some

of the problems with assigning priorities – who

decides; what role should the external

marketplace play – are touched on.

What made Aristotle’s Athens, or Da Vinci’s

Florence, or Shakespeare’s London the places

they were? The question is rarely asked, much

less answered. Ultimately, the issue is how best

to encourage the circumstances in which

creativity flourishes. 

For research in science, medicine and

engineering, we can at least ask whether we

can see any empirical patterns in comparisons

among scientifically developed countries. One

seemingly objective, although admittedly

crude and variously biased, measure of

research output can be obtained by counting

numbers of refereed papers, or references to
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them (citations). The massive bibliometric

database compiled and maintained by the

Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) in

Philadelphia, with its roughly 20 million papers

and hundreds of millions of citations, is

increasingly used (and sometimes abused) to

make such comparisons. 

At present, the USA publishes about one third

of the world’s scientific literature, the current

15 EU countries another third (edging just past

the USA in recent years), and the rest of the

world the remaining third. However this, like

counts of medals at Olympic Games, muddles

per capita performance with the size of the

population or economy of a country. When

rescaled against population size, the leading

countries in output of scientific papers per

capita over the past ten years are Switzerland,

Israel, Sweden (Scotland would be third if not

held back by England) 5,6. The UK and USA just

squeeze into the top ten, in that order, behind

a collection of Scandinavian and other Anglo

countries. France, Germany and Japan lie

toward the bottom end of the top 20 on this

rescaled list. The order is much the same

(Switzerland, Israel, Sweden again top) if the

ranking is based on citations per capita rather

than numbers of papers.

Perhaps more interesting in relation to

deploying funds in ways which encourage

creativity – subject to the dubious assumption

that, at sufficiently high levels of aggregation,

papers or citations correlate with creative

activity – is the ratio of output (measured by

papers or citations) to input (measured by

expenditure on the science base 7, a few years

earlier) 6, arbitrarily scaled to 100 for the UK.

The UK does well on this crude “value for

money” measure, helped by strong research

performance in the numerator, and relatively

low inputs in the denominator compared with

other scientifically developed countries. It is

2 3

Country 1987 1990 1993 1996 1999

UK 100 100 100 100 100

Sweden 104 89 87 90 97

Switzerland --- 97 --- 87 91

Denmark 119 96 89 87 87

Canada 103 102 80 74 75

Australia 88 79 72 69 67

Netherlands 71 71 63 63 61

Italy 47 43 41 51 59

USA 82 72 65 60 59

Germany 52 48 50 48 52

France 42 40 39 44 48

Japan 31 29 29 33 37

Table 1: Output of peer-reviewed papers in relation to science base spending 3 years earlier
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The UK’s Dual Support
System: Time for a
Fundamental Review?

enterprises and close old ones down. It is in

the nature of many of these real, but indirect,

costs of research that they must be held

centrally, and not automatically distributed as

juste retour to the groups whose works may

be seen as bringing them in. These can be

vexed issues. I believe, however, that without

some form of such a dual support system – in

the general sense above – effective

management of a university’s overall research

programme is impossible. 

The particular Dual Support System used in the

UK has seen basic research flourish over many

years. Fifty years or so ago, in a simpler and

smaller world, when the number of UK

universities was about one quarter of today’s

and when the number of researchers was

proportionately even smaller, the flexibility

attendant on providing essentially everyone

with “a well found laboratory” (one strand of

the dual) and then letting individuals compete

for project funding (the other strand), worked

well. As the number of universities increased

around the 1960s, and doubled again with the

abolition of the “binary line” a decade ago, it

became increasingly impractical to provide

every aspiring researcher with the

contemporary equivalent of the well found

laboratory. The direct costs, usually along with

a contribution to some of the indirect costs, are

provided by grants from Research Councils,

charities, and other funders, awarded

competitively on the basis of peer review. As

such, this part of the two-stranded cable is

flexible, and can recognise good people

wherever they may be. The proper allocation of

indirect and infrastructure costs, in the general

sense defined above, is more problematic. 

The Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) thus

began in 1986 essentially as a technical solution

to the problem of maintaining the Dual Support

System (itself sanctioned both by its manifest

past virtues and by the fact that very few UK

researchers had experienced anything else), but

with the infrastructure strand of dual support

broadly directed to the stronger departments in

any given area of assessment. And, indeed,

there is both anecdotal and bibliometric

evidence that these early days of the RAE

tended to have a salutary effect, prompting

some individuals to, as it were, focus on writing

that long-postponed research paper.

Subsequent RAEs have arguably become more

and more burdensome and bureaucratic. Not

surprisingly, they also have promoted

behaviours that play to the rules of the game,

which may be different from those which best

serve research excellence. Other problems are

the coarse boxes, with cliff-like discontinuities in

the rewards from one (“4”) to another (“5”),

resulting from condensing much effort and

information into a handful of discrete boxes. 

Before turning to amplify some of the virtues

and vices of the present RAE, and some major

problems that any suggested changes must

confront, it is well to examine some aspects of

selectivity in the direct, grant-awarding strand

of the Dual Support System. 

4 5

difficult to explain the marked differences

between the top performers and other major

countries as deriving simply from biases and

other flaws in the data. Furthermore, I think

Table 1 may look different in a few years time,

as the present Government continues to

remedy the past decade and more of

underinvestment in the UK’s science base

(tending to lower the output/input ratio), while

other scientifically strong countries such as

France, Germany and Japan change some of

the ways in which they manage things (Japan,

for instance, currently gives out much of its

research money simply on an uncompetitive,

per capita basis).

My personal view is that the best management

strategy is to create institutional cultures in

which the best young people are free to

express their creativity and set their own

agendas, not being entrained in hierarchies of

deference to their seniors, no matter how

distinguished these may be. I also believe such

cultures are most easily maintained on

university campuses, thoroughly infested as

they are with the irreverent young. It should be

emphasized that dedicated research institutes

– the Institut Pasteur, some of the Max Planck

Institutes in Germany and Riken Institutes in

Japan – do superb and highly-cited science.

But Table 1 arguably speaks more generally

against such hierarchical cultures which, taken

in aggregate, effectively separate universities,

with their questioning students, from

dedicated research institutes. That Nobel Prize

factory, the Laboratory for Molecular Biology

(LMB) in Cambridge, is not in my opinion a

counter-example; it is rather a superb instance

of “setting young people free”, and it is fully

embedded in a large and lively university. 

A related component of such “management of

creativity” – and one which is easier to say

than do – is that finite funds must be

distributed selectively, rather than by

egalitarian formulae. There are many devils in

the details of how to do this: how to make

sure that selection focuses on current

performance rather than reputation

legitimately based on earlier achievement; how

to recognise newly emerging areas (when

committees too often reflect sub-communities

grown from yesterday’s breakthroughs); how

to handle multidisciplinary efforts with

collaborations crossing departmental or

institutional boundaries; and how to recognise

that, whilst some projects will necessitate large

groups, recent studies 8 show that small groups

are often more cost effective and creative. 

Independent of the details of the process for

selective distribution of research funds, it must

have two strands. On the one hand, there are

the direct costs for undertaking the research

itself. On the other hand, there are many and

varied indirect – but very real – costs associated

with such research. These indirect costs range

from things more or less directly associated

with a particular laboratory (electricity,

maintenance, etc.), through contributions to

administration and other amenities (e.g.

libraries) attributable to research activity at the

departmental, and ultimately at the

institutional level, to yet broader infrastructure

costs (building maintenance and construction)

along with central funds to seed new



One way to compare such selectivity in the UK

with, for example, the USA is to observe that,

in the UK, roughly 10 universities account for

roughly half of all Research Council Funding,

whereas in the USA the roughly corresponding

figure is 42 universities. Rescaling to allow for

the fivefold larger population of the USA might

suggest it should be roughly 8 universities in

the UK (or 6 if scaled against GDP) compared

with 10 or so, and thence that we are less

selective. Quite apart from the crudity of this

estimate, it ignores the fact that such scaling is

unlikely to be linear. Figure 1 plots the number

of universities accounting for roughly half of

research funding, against population size, for

several of the countries ranking highly in the

performance Table 19.  The approximately linear

relation on this log-log plot (corresponding to a

power law relation) suggests, although

tentatively, comparable levels of funding

selectivity within this high-performing group. 

Does this selectivity imply excellence is

uniformly concentrated in a few universities or

other institutions? Again, bibliometric data give

an interesting answer for the UK, albeit with

ten-year old data10. Take the 21 categories into

which the ISI subdivides science, medicine and

engineering, and ask which universities are 

the UK’s top three in each category, as

measured by average citations per paper

published from the Department (thus,

incidentally, scaling out effects of pure size).

There are consequently 63 medals to be won.

In principle, as few as three universities could

take the lot, 21 each. But, in fact, within the

UK no fewer than 26 universities take at least

one medal, whilst the top performer takes

fewer than half the 21 medals possible. It is

clear that pockets of outstanding excellence

are found outside the research powerhouses

(and, one might unkindly add, pockets of

weakness within them). 
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It is, in principle, relatively easy for truly

excellent people or groups in unlikely places to

succeed in open competition for the direct

costs for research projects. And it seems to me

that this process has indeed worked fairly

smoothly as the numbers of universities and

researchers have grown and grown over the

past few decades in the UK. It is widely agreed

that the infrastructure/indirect cost strand of

any dual support system must also be selective.

This, of course, is the aim of the RAE. But an

increasing number of people think the RAE has

structural flaws, along with some unintended

perverse consequences, which merit a

fundamental reappraisal. This is why the Royal

Society Council recently published its Call for a

Radical Review of the UK’s Dual Support

System (DSS)11. This document first

acknowledges the past merits of the UK DSS,

and emphasizes problems confronting any such

radical change: it would necessarily take some

years to implement (so that we may be

committed to another round of modestly

revised RAE no matter what); although the RAE

is UK-wide, four separate country’s higher

education funding councils (HEFC) implement

it, and all four should be involved in any review;

infrastructure allocation should recognise the

direct cost contributions of charities and other

private sector funders of research programmes;

alternative systems suited to research in science

(including, as always, medicine and

engineering), and probably also to economic

and social sciences, may be inappropriate for

the arts and humanities.

To be set against these difficulties are the

problems increasingly manifested by the

present RAE. To start with, although essentially

all countries have some form of dual support

system in the general sense defined above, I

am unaware of any other country which

parallels the usual peer-reviewed competitive

process for specific research projects with a

second, and hugely elaborate, process of

frequent review and grading of essentially

every department in every university in order

separately to allocate infrastructure costs.

Quite apart from the burdens on the time and

energy of overworked faculty, it would be

interesting to have more information about

the increasing administrative costs, both in

individual Higher Education Institutions (HEI)

and centrally. So one good reason for

fundamental review is that the current Dual

Support System in the UK uses two different,

and certainly expensive and burdensome,

processes to serve the same end result; putting

both direct and infrastructure funding into the

best hands. 

Other problems are arguably even more

serious. The ISI’s bibliometric data show the UK

to be an unusually collaborative place, with

roughly half the refereed papers published in

science, medicine and engineering involving

collaborations between two or more

institutions. So we have the structural oddity

that the RAE is being determined at the level

of University Departments, whereas the actual

work to be supported is roughly half the time

involving collaborations not just between

different Departments, but between different

institutions. There is also, not surprisingly, both

anecdotal and bibliometric evidence to suggest

that the way the RAE is currently structured

tends to work against encouraging

multidisciplinary collaboration11. Yet another

problem is the increasingly formulaic rigidity of

the current RAE, and particularly the
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Figure 1: Number of universities receiving 50% of project funding against population
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suggestion that a “top tier” of universities

might be singled out: a revisiting of the “RTX”

suggestion of a decade and more ago. As

spelled out above, such suggestions fail to

acknowledge that excellence is not tidily

restricted to a handful of powerhouses, a fact

which competitively awarded research grants

have no trouble recognising.

One frequently voiced worry in the UK, and

indeed elsewhere, is that the demands for

increasing reports, reviews, and assessments in

universities are stifling creativity. For instance,

the recent external review of Chemistry

Departments in the UK suggested a subject in

reasonably good health, but possibly with a

disturbing tendency to be travelling clear roads,

rather than risking unpredictable but potentially

fruitful byways. In his Presidential Address to the

US National Academy of Sciences earlier this

year, Bruce Alberts12 aired a broadly similar

worry, and offered as rough support the

disturbing statistic about trends in the age

distribution of Principal Investigators (PI)

awarded funding from the National Institutes of

Health (NIH) set out in Table 2: in 1991, 31.4%

of the grants went to PIs under 40 years old and

25.0% to those over 50; in 2000, the

corresponding figures were 12.6% and 41.2%.

One can carp at the details of any such analysis,

but these NIH numbers strongly suggest a trend

away from taking risks on people in what are

often their most creative, early years, and

playing it safe with the well-established. I have

pursued this question with the UK’s major

funders – the Research Councils and the

Wellcome Trust – each of which supplied such

figures as were available (some of these time

series are unfortunately short). Happily, as Table

2 demonstrates, the UK shows no sign of the

NIH’s dismaying trend in PI ages13. 

These arguments for and against maintaining

the UK’s uniquely burdensome Dual Support

System are set out more fully in the Royal

Society paper referred to above11. Figure 2

shows that, at least for HEIs receiving more

than a few million pounds from Research

Councils and HEFC funding, there is a tight

correlation between the two. This, in turn,

strongly suggests that some unitary

mechanism – possibly based on the outcome

of competitive funding of research proposals

by Research Councils, charities, industrial
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sponsors, and other funders, and possibly with

different weights given to different funding

sources and/or subject areas – could indeed

achieve very much the same overall result as

currently achieved by our DSS, but with very

much less time, trouble and expense. Indeed,

given some of the problems listed above, who

is to say that the relatively small fluctuations

about a straight line in Figure 2 are signals

rather than noise14.

I think the time has come to stop rearranging

the deck chairs, no matter how thoughtfully

and carefully, on two entirely different ships

which ultimately have the same destination. At

very least, it would be worthwhile exploring the

relationship between project and infrastructure

funding for particular groups of disciplines. 

In all this, one thing deserves repeated

emphasis. Whether indirect costs or

infrastructure funding comes attached to

individual grants, or to assessments of the

strengths of individual departments (as in the

RAE), or whatever, such resources must be

placed in the hands of a university’s central

academic administration, to be used flexibly.

As I emphasized at the outset, changing

emphases in science, no less than changing

priorities in individual universities, require that

there be no automatic presumption of juste

retour to individual research groups or

departments15. 

One of the understandable, although in my view

perverse, consequences of the RAE is that it has

been, for many, a unidimensional yardstick

against which a Department’s, and ultimately a

university’s, prestige is measured (never mind

that different units of assessment have arguably

tended to adopt different standards for their

grading curve, a fact which was essentially

irrelevant to the RAE in its original concept as a

technical exercise for appropriately competitive

distribution of infrastructure funding among

departments in a given discipline). I see the RAE’s

status as a totem of merit, overshadowing

equally important measures of teaching quality16

or general usefulness to local or regional

communities or industries, as an unfortunate

unintended consequence of a basically 

sensible idea. 
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Figure 2: Research Council Grants against Funding Council Grants, for UK universities
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Table 2: Ratio of PIs under 40 years old to those over 50 years (first and last years of available data)
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Perhaps wrongly, I see this effect of the RAE,

often combined with a growing bureaucracy

masquerading as accountability in universities,

as having the effect of devaluing commitment

to teaching in research-active universities. It is

arguably becoming almost a mark of status in

some places to have minimum engagement

with undergraduates. This is clearly bad for a

university. Less obviously perhaps, it is in my

view also usually bad for the researcher.

Organising a course, guiding a student’s term

paper or honours project, and general

interaction with students who do not know –

or who question – the answer that the

conventional wisdom supplies, is endlessly

intellectually invigorating. Many of my UK

colleagues are under the misapprehension that

their contemporaries at the elite American

universities have lighter teaching

commitments. In general, this is not true.

While I recognise that Princeton University,

where I spent 16 wonderful years, may be

particularly strong in exemplifying the values

just enunciated, I think the following anecdote

nevertheless applies widely. Chicago was

seeking to hire away one of Princeton’s Fields-

Medal-Winning mathematicians, offering him

freedom from teaching undergraduates. He

told the President, Bill Bowen, that if Princeton

would match the “no teaching” offer he

would rather stay. Bowen said “Princeton

would like to keep you, but it will survive your

leaving; it could not survive, as the place it is,

with faculty who do not teach

undergraduates”. (He stayed).

There is, however, a flip side to this coin. In the

UK there is a widely-held piety – supported by

repeated assertion and little else – that good

university teaching requires faculty to be active

in research. My personal view is that, as a very

broad generality, good researchers do indeed

make the best teachers. But the two-by-two

matrix of good or bad at research versus good

or bad at teaching has all four boxes filled.

Every reader will be able to supply their own

examples. What is true, I believe, is that good

tertiary teaching requires scholarly

engagement with the advancing boundaries of

a subject, across a broad front (and a few of

the best basic researchers are quite awful here,

narrowly enrapt in their own sub-sub-

discipline). But evidence is better than opinion,

and it tellingly comes from the four-year

teaching-only colleges in the USA. These

institutions have no PhD programmes; some of

the faculty are indeed research active, a few at

the highest level (you find a few members of

the NAS in such colleges), but insofar as they

supervise PhD students it is necessary that

these be enrolled elsewhere. The graduates of

the best of these teaching-only colleges are

not handicapped. They make up roughly half

of the intake into PhD programmes in science

at Princeton and other elite universities in the

USA, and in my experience are

indistinguishable from their contemporaries

whose undergraduate experience was at a

major research university.
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I make this point because I think it important.

At present, in the UK, if a university finds it

necessary to close a PhD programme in, say,

physics, it usually sees the necessity for

concomitant closure of the entire Department –

no more physics. Not only is this in my view

strange, but its underlying assumptions are not

supported by experience elsewhere. However,

such assumptions have resulted in the UK

having, as numbers of universities have grown,

proportionately far more PhD-granting

programmes in science and engineering than in

the USA: roughly 250 PhD-granting institutions

in the USA, roughly 120 in the UK; around 150

PhD programmes in physics in the USA, around

70 in the UK (with a fivefold difference in

population, and sevenfold in GDP). The result,

not surprisingly, is that for every 100 PhDs in

science and engineering in the age group 25-34

years in the USA, in 2000, the UK produced 166

(in both countries, coincidentally, 66% were

indigenous, 34% overseas students)17. All this, I

think, may make the process of appropriate

selectivity more difficult in the UK than in some

other countries.

Notice, incidentally, that in a relatively unitary

system, excellent research can be recognised in

peer-reviewed competition and both the direct

and indirect costs thus funded. This is an

additional, if peripheral, argument for

fundamental review of the UK’s Dual Support

System: if at some future time it were decided

that we have an excessive number of PhD

programmes, we would still have the flexibility

appropriately to fund excellent people in

Departments without PhD programmes. 

I urge several conclusions here. First, through

effective mentoring and other non-

bureaucratic methods, the virtues and

pleasures of teaching undergraduates should

be more explicitly recognised, exemplified, and

rewarded. League tables reflecting a

university’s excellence in teaching, and record

of placing its graduates in useful jobs, would

be more valuable to many school leavers

making choices than are current league tables

which give undue prominence to the RAE.

Second, maybe the UK is right and the USA

wrong with regard to our relative profusion of

PhD programmes, but maybe we should give it

some thought. Third, excellent undergraduate

teaching can demonstrably be conducted in

departments without active postgraduate

research programmes.

It is a truth universally acknowledged – but a

truth even so – that the UK is excellent at

producing new knowledge, but less

outstanding in harvesting the fruits of such

knowledge. The fundamental requirement

here, I think, is a cultural change, with more

young people willing to undertake the

unpredictable and risky adventure of trying to

carry an idea toward the marketplace. In this

respect, the UK has for many years been better

than it generally gets credit for, and by many

objective measures is getting better yet, helped

by a variety of Government schemes such as

tax-free stock options to entice able managers

into nascent enterprises, University Challenge’s

grants for venture capital at the relatively low

levels appropriate to early stage initiatives, and

much else. But we have some way to go

before the UK can match the USA in this area. 

The Royal Society itself is increasingly working

to encourage stronger links between scientists
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and the world of business and industry,

improving the transfer of knowledge between

the two communities. One example is the

Industry Fellowships Scheme, jointly funded by

the Royal Society, EPSRC, BBSRC and Rolls

Royce, which aims to enhance the transfer of

scientific knowledge between those industry

and those in HEIs or research institutions by

providing funding for researchers from

academia and industry to spend time in the

other sector, establishing personal and

corporate links. Our Science, City, Industry

dialogue (SCID) is a forum for researchers,

financiers, industrialists, policy makers and

others to discuss and take collaborative action

on important emerging technologies. The

Brian Mercer Awards for Innovation and The

Mullard Award are likewise designed to

recognise and promote innovation.

It is good that researchers in universities and

elsewhere be encouraged to unleash their

creative talents in carrying knowledge to

markets. We need to do a better job of this.

But in so doing, we must be careful not to

undermine the thing the UK has traditionally

been really good at – fundamental, blue skies,

curiosity driven research. There is an

understandable temptation which, in its

extreme forms, suggests that all researchers

should be obliged to consider potential

innovations that may flow from their work.

One manifestation of this is the question on

many Research Council grant application

forms, asking the proposer – and even the

reviewer – to indicate potential applications.

Such box ticking, in this context, is silly. 

More generally, there are worries as well as

benefits stemming from closer association

between universities and the marketplace.

These worries and benefits are set out in a

judiciously balanced fashion in a recent book,

Universities in the Marketplace: The

Commercialisation of Higher Education, by

Derek Bok, past President of Harvard

University18. He believes the intrusion of

commercial concerns into the university runs

the risk of eroding fundamental academic

values, and that more thought should be given

to these questions. Now, not tomorrow. Bok’s

book deals explicitly with American

universities, but there is much read-across to

the UK and other countries (except for the

bizarre connections between professional

sports and universities in the USA).

At the start, I referred to the marriage of

motives between researchers, mostly driven by

curiosity, and their sponsors, mostly driven by

economic concerns. This marriage has its

occasional tensions, particularly when well-

intentioned bureaucrats seek to direct funding

to projects which look like being tomorrow’s

commercial winners, rather than responding to

the self-set research agendas of the best

scientists. All else aside, past experience

suggests that even the experts you would

choose to assign research priorities are

unreliable fortune tellers. Lord Kelvin in 1895
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said: “Heavier than air flying machines are not

possible” (the Wright Brothers flew eight years

later). The Chairman of IBM in 1945 said:

“There is a world market for fifteen

computers”. The US Surgeon General in 1967

said: “The time has come to close the book on

infectious diseases”. The UK Astronomer Royal

in 1956 said: “Space flight is hokum” (Yuri

Gagarin flew five years later).

Of course, some degree of deliberate thought

about the areas where funds may best be

directed is indeed justified, if only to avoid

yesterday’s scientific successes fossilising into

today’s over-funded establishments. But

ultimately, we do well always to keep in mind

Josh Lederberg’s dictum: “You rarely find the

most important things by deliberately looking

for them”.

Ultimately, the Royal Society is defined by its

Fellows and the core values they exemplify. So,

as I conclude with selected remarks about

things we have done this year, it is a pleasure

to note that the cohort of 42 new Fellows

elected this year is a particularly interesting,

varied and deserving one. Next year’s will see a

slight increase to 44, implementing the

decision slightly to extend the Society’s reach

to include the kind of hard-edged economists

and social scientists that we are finding

increasing need for on our study groups. 

The Royal Society’s most important activities, in

my view, are its University Research Fellowship

(URF) and Dorothy Hodgkin postdoctoral

programmes. The current 344 young people

(34% women) have up to 10 years to pursue

their research under unusually flexible

conditions. An “MP pairing scheme”, run as

part of our Science in Society Programme with

strong support from Ian Gibson MP, offers the

opportunity for URFs and other researchers to

shadow an MP, with reciprocal obligation for

the MP to shadow the URF in her/his

laboratory. Now in its third year, the scheme

currently involves around 22 MPs and 22

researchers, and is eliciting much enthusiasm.

The Golden Anniversary of the elucidation of

DNA’s structure saw many celebrations this

year, most notably the “DNA 50” Dinner at the

Guildhall. It also saw two new Royal Society

awards established: the Rosalind Franklin

Award (administered by the Royal Society on

behalf of OST) and the Francis Crick

Lectureship (endowed by Sydney Brenner).   

On the international front, we have

reconfigured our exchange programmes with

India, reorienting them to younger scientists,

and established a postdoctoral programme for

US scientists. The Royal Society also plays a

major part in the activities of the InterAcademy

Panel (IAP), and its “study group” arm, the

InterAcademy Council (IAC). Recent examples

of such international activity on science policy

range from the IAP statement, signed by 66

Academies, calling for a global ban on

reproductive cloning19 (but leaving it to

individual countries to weigh the benefits of

embryonic stem cell research – often

infelicitously called therapeutic cloning –

against ethical questions which vary among

countries), to the joint statement on “Scientist

Support for Biological Weapons Controls” by

Bruce Alberts and myself, aiming to influence

the 2002 Biological and Toxin Weapons

Convention 20.

Meanwhile, Back at
the Ranch
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The Royal Society Inquiry into Infectious

Diseases in Livestock 21 (IDL), set up at the

request of the UK Government and chaired by

Sir Brian Follett, has had major impacts on

policy, largely owing to the thoughtful and

widely-consultive way it went about its

business. I believe this inquiry significantly

influenced new European Union regulations

which tend to favour control based on reactive

vaccination-to-live over culling (except, of

course, for animals known to be infected), as

well as the UK’s new Animal Health Bill

(following its substantial and successful

amendment, with frequent reference to the

Royal Society Inquiry, in the House of Lords).

Among other reports in 2003 which aim to

influence policy are: Keeping Science Open:

the Effects of Intellectual Property Policy on the

Conduct of Sciences 22 and Measuring

Biodiversity for Conservation 23. The

Government’s request to undertake a study of

Nanotechnology 24 came just as the Royal

Society was about to set one up anyway; this

enquiry, embracing a wide range of interests

and chaired by Professor Ann Dowling, will

report next year.

One of the penalties attendant on the Royal

Society’s higher public profile is to find its

reports misquoted, to support views

diametrically opposite to the gist of the reports

themselves. Recent examples are Genetically

Modified Plants for Food Use and Human

Health – an update 25 (misrepresented by

Michael Meacher not only in newspapers but

also in Hansard) and earlier studies of The

Health Hazards of Depleted Uranium 26

(misrepresented by a US General in Iraq).

Robust responses, which our alert and

knowledgeable Senior Manager for Policy

Communication, Bob Ward, promptly gave,

can never be fully satisfactory. I know readers

will agree, however, that our communications

section does a very good job. One interesting

measure is the more than two million hits our

web site receives each month (for instance,

2.29 million in October); a more reliable 

guide to actual web site use is “page

impressions”, and here we registered over half

a million in October.

I am often cautioned that it is invidious to

single out particular members of our excellent

and multi-talented staff. This is probably the

only piece of wise advice from the Executive

Secretary, Stephen Cox, that I have not been

guided by. I see more of some people than

others, especially in the Policy Section whose

Director, Peter Collins, and Senior Manager,

Rachel Quinn, head a wonderful group of

young people. I am especially grateful to our

expert on weapons control and related

subjects, Nick Green, and to my erstwhile OST

colleague, Keith Root, and his assistant Kate

O’Shea, whose help with the bibliometric and

other analyses in the present paper has been

invaluable (although the unavoidable

imprecision of some of the estimates pains
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Keith). Aosaf Afzal, Hannah Jemmett, Froniga

Lambert and others who are responsible for

discussion meetings, public lectures, the

Summer Exhibition, and much else have

miraculously continued to function as if the

building were not being torn up around them

all year. I simply cannot imagine the building

project without our Director of Finance and

Administration, Ian Cooper, whose efforts –

aided by Richard Stillwell’s decanting and

recanting (if that is the word) people – have

kept the entire project on time, and within 2%

of budget. The list could go on and on.

The five Officers, along with Noreen Murray as

an additional Vice-President, function as a

family. The Foreign Secretary, Treasurer and

Physical Secretary, Dame Julia Higgins, David

Wallace and John Enderby, are exceptional in

their efficacy and commitment to their tasks.

Sadly, this year it is the Biological Secretary, Sir

Patrick Bateson, who retires; he has done a

superb job, in shaping how widely we cast the

net of candidature and in other aspects of the

electoral process, in his oversight of our URF

and Dorothy Hodgkin programmes, and in

much else. Gladly, we welcome David Read

from Sheffield University as his successor.

I end by coming back to the massive

upgrading of the Royal Society’s home at 6-9

Carlton House Terrace. The staff and Officers

have been magnificent in the way they have

not merely coped cheerfully but continued to

work hard and fruitfully, amidst the

distractions and inconveniences of an active

building site, for the past year and more. In

this project, we have been blessed by a

wonderful young architect, Stefanie Fischer of

the Burrell Foley Fischer Partnership. The

building’s transmogrification, whose

completion we also celebrate today, speaks

eloquently of her sensitivity and success in

taking a fascinating collection of jumbled-

together Regency Houses, appropriately

hedged with heritage constraints, and 

creating therefrom a lively modern home for

the UK’s, indeed the Commonwealth’s,

Academy of Science. Many of the Fellows and

others have contributed generously to the

cost. It will serve the Royal Society well in the

new Millennium, and I think our record – the

first 350 years no less than the present –

deserves it. 
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